
Lintel PurBox
The Lintel PurBox is a systematic construction element that creates space for exterior shading
in the area of construction lintels. It is primarily designed for buildings without a Contact
Insulation System and is optimized for most of the used masonry systems. Thanks to its
sufficient internal space, you can place exterior blinds, shutters, and screen rollers inside it.
There are 2 types available - PBP and PBIP.

1. Type PBP
It is designed for masonry systems where insulation in the lintel part is not needed, or for
implementations where insulation needs to be addressed individually.

2. Type PBIP
This is an optimized construction element that also includes lintel insulation.

Product specifications:
- The PBIP body is made from the construction material Purnit
550 MD with a thickness of 15 mm. The material properties are
specified in the technical sheet at the last pages of this
document.
- PBIP includes PIR lintel insulation with a thickness of 60 mm.
The material properties of PUREN MV are specified in the
technical sheet at the end of this document.
- PBIP is coated internally in grey color and has a front wall
coating that protects against UV radiation.
- PBIP standardly includes an "L" trim on the front side in raw
aluminum. The trim has dimensions of 25 x 25 mm, extending 8
mm in front of the front wall profile.

- The longest possible length in one piece is 3500 mm (or
according to transport possibilities). Other dimensions should
be consulted with the manufacturer. Joints are always made by
gluing and stapling.

Product specifications:
- The PBP body is made from the construction material Purenit
550 MD with a thickness of 15 mm. The material properties are
specified in the technical sheet at the last pages of this
document.
- The PBP box is without insulation.
- PBP is coated internally in grey color and has a front wall
coating that protects against UV radiation.
- PBP standardly includes an "L" trim on the front side in raw
aluminum. The trim has dimensions of 25 x 25 mm, extending 8
mm in front of the front wall profile.
- Joints are always made by gluing and stapling.
- The longest possible length in one piece is 3500 mm (or
according to transport possibilities). Other dimensions should
be consulted with the manufacturer.
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The lengths of the lintel boxes come from the standard lengths of construction lintels. If you need
to choose a different opening light than the standard lintel placement offers, adjust the purbox
by trimming the front part as needed for the construction.

During transportation and storage, place the products with the top side on a flat surface. The
maximumoverhang over the pallet should be 300mmon each side. Do not load the productswith
other materials.

Store in a dry place and away from direct sunlight.

Before the facade implementation, the front face of the PurBox should be treated with a
penetrating coating or an adhesive bridge.

When installing the boxes, follow themanufacturer's instructions for your masonry material.
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Dimensions of Lintel PurBoxes

Working with PurBoxes, transportation
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